The Ultimate Middle School Teaching and Learning Companion

UpSmart is an adaptive personalized learning tool that combines assessment, instruction, and practice to give every student the support they need at exactly the moment they need it. As a companion to any core curriculum, UpSmart can help ensure your students are mastering the grade-level ELA and math skills they are taught during classroom lessons.

A Unique Model for You and Your Students

**TARGETED ASSESSMENT**

UpSmart uses a quick screener assessment (5-10 minutes) to pinpoint each student’s level, determining whether they need more review and support for the skills they’ve worked on in class, or are ready for deeper learning.

**POWERFUL ADAPTIVE LEARNING**

UpSmart’s adaptive engine extends classroom instruction with automatic differentiation. Based on each student action, UpSmart triggers the right level of support, such as just-in-time video instruction, answer-specific feedback, or more challenging practice.

Each level features

- A highly adaptive set of tasks that assess students’ mastery of skills and triggers appropriate scaffolds and instruction.
- A variety of technology-enhanced items ensures exposure to the types of questions that students will encounter on high-stakes assessments.
Monitor Progress to Mastery of Grade-Level Standards

UpSmart helps to ensure proficiency on grade-level standards with standards-aligned curriculum and periodic program assessments that measure and report student growth in understanding of those standards.

The following reports are available to teachers and administrators:

- Progress by Standard: View progress against grade-level standards.
- Progress by Topic: Monitor student growth in each topic as students advance from level to level.
- Detailed View by Student: Drill down to the single-student view to see specific skills within a standard or topic.

Unparalleled Access to Meaningful Data and Metrics

UpSmart continuously collects data while students practice, giving teachers a powerful view of progress and mastery. Teachers and administrators can clearly track mastery of standards and topics for each student, class, or a whole school.

UpSmart can be used in various ways throughout the school year to provide students with an opportunity to practice and master state standards:

- Companion to the core curriculum
- Test-readiness program
- Study skills class
- Summer school
- Before/after school
- Saturday academy

Sixth-graders at Cross Middle School who used UpSmart outperformed their peers on the NWEA® MAP® Growth™ Math Assessment by 44 percent.

TO LEARN MORE, visit edgenuity.com/UpSmart